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INTRODUCTION 
Emmy Noether proposed the following problem in 141. Let 
K= k(x, , . . . . x,) be a purely transcendental extension field of degree n over 
a field k. Let the symmetric group S, of degree n act on K as 
k-automorphisms permuting the variables x,, . . . . x,. For a subgroup G of 
S,, is the invariant field p purely transcendental over k? In this paper we 
shall give an affirmative answer in the following special case. 
THEOREM. Let k be a prime field of arbitrary characteristic. Let the alter- 
nating group A, of degree 5 act on five indeterminates xl, . . . . x5 as permuta- 
tions. Then the invariant jield k(x,, . . . . xS)A5 = (f E k(x,, . . . . x5) If” = f for 
any d E A,} is purely transcendental over k and it coincides with k(F,, . . . . F5), 
where (we denote xi - xi by [ ij] ): 
(1) Case chark#2: 
F1=6, {[12][131C141C~51C2314 C4514x,}” 
X,, ([121C131C~41C~51C2314 C4514j” ’ 
c, {[1213 [1313 [1413 [15]’ [23]” [45]‘“}” 
F2=ni<j [ij]*.Z, {[12][13][141[151[2314 C4514}“’ 
F3 = C, { C1213 C1313 [1413 C1513 WI” C4511’ x,>O 
n,<; Cijl’.Cm {C121C131C~41C151C2314 C4514)“’ 
where a runs over the symmetric group S5 of degree 5. 
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,=Cl”, {[12]’ [131’ [2312 [4514)“1 
rIi<j Cijl ’ 
Fj = 2;” l ([ 123’ [1312 [23]’ [14]” [24]” [34]” [ 151” [25]” [35]43”J 
lXi<j Cijl’ , 
where H= (( 12), (13 j, (45)) and Ss = uf” L Hpi‘ 
(2) Case char li = 2; 
F 
I 
=xi<j<k “i-xjxk 
IL< j xi-y.j ’ 
,=E;=, {C~~1C~~1C~~1C~~1~~~~~2)‘1” 
ni, j [ij] . ci<j xixj ’ 
.=x;=, ([12][13][14][15]~1(1)‘~~~)‘” 
Iii< jCij1 ‘Xi< j “ixj ’ 
,=C;l, {CW C3412 C~~1C~~1C~~1C~~1C~~1C~~l~~~ 
l3tc.i [VI 
.F5 = the same F5 as in (l), 
where Z(l)=~~=, {x~x~(x~.~~+x~+x:))~I, 
H, = ((231, (451)~ H= ((231, (241, (25n H= fj H,T, 
i=l 
and 
Hz = ((12W), WP)), A, = ; H,vi. 
i=l 
Apart from generators, we shall give two different proofs of the theorem 
when k is algebraically closed and char k = 0. In the first proof are used a 
3-dimensional irreducible linear representation of A, and the descent 
theory of vector spaces (Section 1). The second proof consists in showing 
the local triviality (in the Zariski topology) of a principal bundle 
(Section 2). Furthermore, by analyzing the second proof and using the 
invariant theory of binary quintics, we shall give the explicit forms of live 
generators with coeflicients in each prime field as in the theorem. Hence the 
theorem holds for prime fields (Sections 3 and 4). 
As for the second proof, we have a proof in Kervaire and Vust [Z] 
which is essentially the same as ours. 
481/125/2-l, 
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Notation 
We fix an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteristic. When an 
algebraic group G acts rationally on an algebraic variety X over k with the 
rational function field k(X), 
k(X)G: the G-invariant field of k(X), i.e., k(X)‘= (f~ k(X) 1 f” =ffor 
any LEG}, 
X/G: an algebraic variety over k whose rational function field is k(X)‘, 
rc: X+ X/G: the rational map induced by the inclusion k(X) I k(X)‘. 
Further, we say that a dominant rational map $: X-t Y is purely trans- 
cendental if the field extension k(X) over ti*k( Y) is purely transcendental. 
S,, A j : the symmetric group and the alternating group of degree 5. 
1. THE FIRST PROOF 
We assume char k = 0 in this section. Let (0, V) be a linear representa- 
tion of A, with a representation space V over k. Then the variety V (resp. 
P(V)) means the afhne space (resp. the projective space) associated with V 
over k with the linear action of A, induced by 8. 
Let (Q,, V,) be a standard permutation representation of dimension 5 of 
Aj. Then 8, is decomposed into the l-dimensional trivial representation 
and the 4-dimensional irreducible representation (0,, V,). Hence we have a 
canonical rational map 
I): VI/A5 + VJA, -+ P( V-J/A,. 
Then we see easily that 9 is purely transcendental (cf. Notation). Let 
(0,, V3) be the 3-dimensional irreducible representation of A,. The 
following descent lemma is well known and the proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be an algebraic variety over k which has an almost free 
rational action of a linear algebraic group G, namely, the stabilizer in G of 
a general point of X is trivial. Let (0, V) be a linear representation of G. The 
first projection Xx P( V) + X induces a rational map 
4: (Xx P( V))/G -+ X/G, 
where the action of G on Xx P(V) is the diagonal action. Then the rational 
map q4 is purely transcendental. 
Note that since A, is a simple group, non-trivial actions of A, are always 
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faithful and hence they are almost free. We apply Lemma I to the following 
two cases: 
ii) X=P(vd, G=A,, Co,, v3jr 
(ii) X= P( V,), G = A,, (O,, I’,). 
Then 
are both purely transcendental. 
Summing up, we have the sequence of rational maps 
where the three rational maps $, &,, and d3 are all purely transcendental. 
Hence V,/A, is birationally equivalent to (P( V,) x P( v,))/A, over k. Since 
the rationality of P(V3)/A, is known, V&t, is also a rational variety over 
k and the Theorem is proved. 
2. THE SECOND PROOF 
This proof is essentially the same as the first proof (3.1) in Kervaire and 
Vust [2]. 
From now on we put G = PGL(2, R-), the projective linear group of 
degree 2 over k. 
DEFINITION 2.1. {i) Let Sj x G act on (P:)‘, the product of five 
projective lines over k, as follows: 
o- .x = kJ(l,, -.., X,(S)), 
g~X=((B+6X,)/(rK+yX,j, . ..) (/3+dXj)/(X+)1Xj)), 
(2.18 
for oe.S5, g = [;!I E G, and x= (x,, . . . . xj)e (P’)‘, where xi is an 
inhomogeneous coordinate of P’ (1~ i< 5). 
(ii) The fifth symmetric power representation of the special linear 
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group SL(2, k) of degree 2 over k is defined for a basis (b,, b,, ..,, 6,) as 
follows: 
for g = ($) E SL(2, k). 
Then (2.2) determines an action of SL(2, k) on the affine space AZ of 
dimension 6 over k with the afline coordinates b,, . . . . b, and an action of 
G on the projective space Pz of dimension 5 over k with the homogeneous 
coordinates b,,, . . . . b,. 
Since the projective space P5 of dimension 5 is the space of effective 
O-cycles of degree 5 on P’, the morphism p: (PI)’ + P5 given by 
P(X1 ? ... 3 Xj) = (1: Ur I...: Us), (2.3) 
where a, is the ith elementary symmetric polynomial of x1, . . . . -‘cg (1 < i < 5), 
is the geometric quotient of (P’)’ under the action of S, in Defini- 
tion 2.1(i). Moreover, the morphism p is G-equivariant with respect o the 
action of G on (P’)’ and P’. 
Since the following lemma is well known, we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. The action of G on P5 defined by (2.2) is almost free, i.e., the 
stabilizer in G at a general point of P5 is trivial. 
We prove the following which is a key to prove the theorem. 
LEMMA 2.3. The canonical map z: P’ + P5/G is purely transcendental. 
ProoJ: Since we know by Lemma 2.2 that 7~: P5 + P5/G is birationally 
equivalent to a principal G-bundle in the etale topology, we shall show that 
rc has a rational cross section. Let G,n = k*, the multiplicative group 
of k, act on the rational function field k(b,, . . . . b,) of AZ by 6: = tbi for 
t E G, (0 d i< 5). Then the function field of P5/G coincides with 
Wb o, . ..> b,) SL(2,k) x G, . Hence the projection A6/SL(2, k) + P5/G has a 
rational cross section by Theorem 10 in [S]. On the other hand, the action 
of SL(2, k) on A6 is almost free. For, we see from (2.2) that bf = - bi for 
g = - Ez, where E, is the unit matrix (0 < id 5). Hence Lemma 2.2 implies 
that the stabilizer in SL(2, k) of a general point of A6 is trivial. Hence A6 
is birationally equivalent to a principal SL(2, k)-bundle over A6/SL(2, k). 
This is locally trivial in the Zariski topology since SL(2, k) is special by 
[6]. Therefore rr: P5 + P5/G has a rational cross section and Lemma 2.3 is 
proved. 
Let K be the function field of (P’)5. Then KG is a Galois extension of 
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KSS x ’ with the Galois group S,, i.e., any element g #identity of Sj is not 
the identity as an automorphism of KG. For, let c(i) #i for some i and 
(i, o(i), j, k, hl = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Th en we have the element f = (xi-xi) 
(xk -xh)/(xi- xh)(xk-xxi) in KG such that f” #j Hence the assertion is 
proved. 
Now we prove the theorem. By the above, the extension degree of KAgxG 
over KSsxG is equal to 2 and so the composite field of KS5 and KAjxG 
coincides with KA5. When k is algebraically closed and char k=O, the 
2-dimensional unirational field K-45x G is purely transcendental over k by 
Castelnuovo’s criterion. Therefore KA5 is purely transcendental over k. 
3. GENERATORS OF KA5 OVER KAASXG 
We know by Lemma 2.3 that P5 is birationally equivalent to a principal 
G-bundle over P5/G which is locally trivial in the Zariski topology. Hence 
the rational map 
t,+:Pj-Gx(P’/G)-+G 
is G-equivariant, where the action of G on G is the left multiplication. I& 
where AO, A,, B,, and B, are homogeneous polynomials of k[b,, . . . . b5] of 
the same degree and A,B, -A, B, # 0. Then the local triviality implies 
W5) = (~*k(P51G)j(A,lAo, BdA,, B,/A,), i.e., 
KS5 = KS5 x G(AI/Ao, Bo/Ao, B,/A, j. (3,1) 
In terms of the action of X(2, k) on k[bo, ..,, b,] (cf. (2.2)), the 
G-equivariance of $ implies that 
If we use the language of invariant theory, this means that two vectors 
(A,, A, ) and (B,, B,) are first order covariants for binary quintics (cf. 
[ 1, 31). Their explicit forms are given in the sequel. We regard the rational 
function field of Pj as a subfield of K= k(x 1, . . . . x~) through the morphism 
p: (P’)‘+ P5 of (2.3). Then we have the relation 
5 5 
1 bit~-itf=b,. JJ (to+X,g,). 
i=O j=l 
(3.2) 
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LEMMA 3.1. Consider an expression of the form 
b,d.C(Xi-xj)(X~-X,~)...(X,-Xx,)(~O+X15~) (3.3) 
which is symmetric in x1, . . . . x5 and in which every xi appears d times in each 
product. Let A, (resp. A,) be the coefficient of to (resp. tI). Then the vector 
(A,, A,) is a first order homogeneous covariant for binary quintics of 
degree d, 
Proof Let (ri, [f)=(tO, El).gP’=(65,--1~5r, -p&+cx~r). Then we 
have to show that 
5$AE+5;A:=SroAo+SVIA,. 
Since xf = (y + Gxi)/(cr + /?xi), we have 
xf - x/” = (y + 6x,)/(a + Bx;) - (1’ + 6Xj)/(c( + BXj) 
= (M6-P?l)(xi-xj)l(a + Bxi)Ca + Bxj), (3.4) 
(r,+xi4;1)g=(~50-YSCI)+((Y+8?Cj)I(CI+BXi))(-850+a51) 
= (ad - P?l)(50 + x;51)/(a + B-d. 
By (2.2) and (3.2), we have 
b;= i b,a’-‘b’=b,,. fi (a+bxJ. 
i=O i= I 
Hence the condition that every xi appears d times in each product implies 
that the form (3.3) is SL(2, k)-invariant. The other assertion is clear from 
the assumption. 
The forms of covariants and invariants of binary quintics are known 
classically in char k = 0 (cf. [ 1, 3]), but not anywhere in print in the case 
char k # 0 as far as the author knows. So we will give a complete veritica- 
tion in all characteristics. 
First consider the case char k # 2. Let [ij] = xi - xj (1~ i < j Q 5) and let 
I,=b;-n [ij]‘, 
i < j 
A=AoSo+A,t, 
(3.5) 
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where G runs over S,. Then by Lemma 3.1, I, . A and B are first order 
covariants of degree 13. Let x1 =x, xz = 1, x3 = - 1, and .x4 =x5 = 0. 
direct calculation, 
A=2”b;x2{(5x’-l)&,-x(3x’+l)<,), 
B= 2”b$6{(~~’ - l)3 + 16(3x’+ 1)) tu 
+ .Y{ (x2 - 1)’ - 16.u”(~~ + 3)) i’, 
and hence 
A,B,-A,B,=2116~~~“(~2- 1)’ (9x2- 1). 
Since char k # 2, this implies that I8 . A and B are linearly independent. 
Next consider the case char k = 2 and let 
d=b;.n [O-J, 
A=6,5~~;3e,=b,(az50+a3~,), (3.6) 
B= B,&,+ B,t, 
=b;. c ([12][13][14][15]~1(1)2~(~,+x,~,)}’”’~ 
i=l 
where az (resp. a3) is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree 2 
(resp. 3) in xl9 ...I x5 and let 
I(l)= ; (x2x3(x2x3+x2+x:))T;, 4 
;= I 
6 = ~(23)~ (450, H= ~(23)~ (24), (25~~ H= u H,zi. 
i= 1 
We see from (2.2) that 
6; = ab; + fib,, 6: = ybz + db, for g= EP 
( ) y6 
E SL(2, k). 
Next we show that 
B;=ctB,+j?B,, By = yB, + 6B, for g== E SL(2, k) 
By (3.4), it is sufficient to show that 
l(l)g=z(l) 
i 
fi (cI+p,Yi)2 for g= 
(,> 
gf E SL(2, k). (3.7) 
j=2 
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Let e, (i= 1,2, 3) be the ith elementary symmetric polynomial of 
x2, -x3, -y‘s, x5. Then 
e:+e,e,={ji(x2r,)i)2+(x2+ ... +x,)(x,x,+ ... +x,x,) 
=,f, (xix;)*+ {x2x3(x:+x:)}~‘=z(1), 
ef fi (a +/3x{) = rx2e, + fi2e3, 
i=2 
e: fi (ct+/?xi)=aye,+e2+jGe3, 
i=2 
e: n (ct + /hi) = y2e, + S’e,, 
i=2 
and hence 
5 
(4 + e1e3)g JJ (a + /lx;)‘= e: + ele3. 
i=2 
Thus (3.7) is proved. Let x4 = x5 = 0 and si (i = 1,2, 3) be the ith elemen- 
tary symmetric polynomial of xl, x2, x3. Then 
and we get 
s2 B, - s3 B. = b~s;(s,s, + s3) # 0. 
Hence AA and B are linearly independent. 
4. GENERATORS OF KAs xG OVER k 
In this section we determine a transcendental basis which generates 
KA5 x G over k. 
Let f4, h, fs, aad fi2 be the following four elements of K: 
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(4.1) Case char k # 2; 
f4= f ([12]* [13]” [23-j’ [45]‘}“, 
i= 1 
i-z, 
fs = - n M12, 
i < j
10 
fiz = ,;, { [12]’ [1312 [2312 [ 1414 [2414 [34]4 [15]” [2514 [35]“}9i, 
where H= ((12, (13), (45)) and S,=u,??, Hpi. 
(4.2) Case char k = 2; 
h= n Cijl, 
iij 
h= f {[12]? [3412 [13][24][ 
i= 1 
f8 = h . iP3), 
f,z = the same fi2 as in (4.1), 
where H, = (( 12)(34), (13)(24)) and A, = lJ;i I H,vi. 
Note that fd (d= 4, 8, 12) is symmetric in x1, . . . . x5 and every xi appears 
d times in each product. Let I,= b$fd. Then we see as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1 that I, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d in b,, ...I b, 
and is SL(2, k)-invariant. First we find two elements which generate Ksjx ’ 
over k. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. KSsxG=k(fs/fi, f,,/fi). 
For the proof of Proposition 4.1, we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. II, Z,, II2 are algebraically independent over k. 
Proof. By direct calculation, we see that if x=(x,, . . . . X~)E (P’)’ 
satisfies 14(x) = I,(x) = I,,(x) = 0, then si = xj = xk for some i < j < k, i.e., 
the point of Ps corresponding to x is a null-form in the sense of Hilbert 
and Mumford. Let R = k[b,, . . . . b5] be the homogeneous coordinate ring of 
P5 and let RSL(*,‘) be the SL(2, k)-invariant subring (cf. (2.2)). Then, by 
Hilbert’s Nuilstellensatz, RSf(2.k’ A xii=, Rb, is contained in the radical 
ideal rad(14, I,, I,,) of R and hence RSL”.k) is an integral extension over 
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k[I,, I,, Ir2]. Since the transcendence degree of RSL’2,k) over k is equal to 
3, I,, I,, I,, are algebraically independent over k. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Y=(O: 1)x(1 :0)x(1 : 1)xP’xP’ in (P’)5. Consider 
the cornrnutatit~e diagram 
Y C(P’)S---I, (P’j5/G 
PIY 
I I 
P P 
I 
P(Y) c p5 I? P5/G (4.3) 
Then we have the following: 
(i) p(Y)={(O:c,:c,+c,:c,+c,:0)~(c,:c,:c2)~P2). 
(ii) fdpjy): P(Y) + P5/G is a dominant rational map of degree 60. 
Proof. (i) Expand the polynomial 5,,5r(&, + [,)(tO + xqt1)(5a + xjcr)- 
Then 
p((0: l)(l :O)(l : l)(l :x,)(1 :x5)) 
=(O:l: 1+x,+x,:X~+x~+.~~x~:xjx~:o). (4.4) 
Hence (i) is clear. 
(ii) Since deg pi y= 2 by (4.4) and deg p = 120 by the remark after 
Lemma 2.3 and rt y is birational, 7cI,(,) is dominant and its degree is 
deg(IrI,C.,)=deg(porcl y)/deg(pl I.)= 120/2=60. 
Now we prove Proposition 4.1. 
Since Id= bifd (d= 4, 8, 12) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d in 
b ,,, . . . . b, and is SL(2, k)-invariant, k(f&, f,,/f:) is contained in KS5XG. 
By Lemma 4.2, f8/f: and fi2/f i are algebraically independent over k and 
hence Kssx G is a finite extension over k(fs/f i, fJf i). On the other 
hand, Lemma 4.3(i) implies that IcllpCy) = IJO, cO, c0 + cr, cr + c2, 0) is a 
homogeneous polynomial of degree d in cO, cr , c2. Hence if we regard f8/f: 
and f12/f: as elements of k(p( Y)) by the inclusion 
Wfdf~,fdf:)~~SSxG R’p;y’ ‘WY)), 
then [k(p( Y)): k(f&fi, fi2/f :)] < 8 . 12 = 96. Since Lemma 4.3(ii) implies 
that the left hand side is divisible by 60, the proposition is proved. 
We give a transcendental basis which generates KAs x G over k. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. KA5 x G = k(h/f,, fJf j). 
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PI-OOJ: First note that any odd permutation z induces a conjugate map 
of pSx G over KS5 x G. Since f&i is one of the generators of KS5 x G over k 
by Proposition 4.1, it is sufficient for the proof to show that 
if chark#2 
if char k = 2, 
This is clear by the definition of (4.1) and (4.2) except that /?/f4 + (h/f4)’ = 1 
when char k = 2. Let A = [12][34]/[ 14][32] and let H, = (( 12)(34), 
(13)(24)) and T = (23). Then since 
i+i’= [12][34]/[14][32]+ [13][24]/[14][32] 
= ([12][34] + [13][42])/[14-J[32] = 1, 
we have 
~~lf,+(h%)‘=(llf,) i (WI2 E341’ [131[241ClS]C251[351[451 
i=l 
+([12]’ [3412 [13][24][15][25][35][45])T~V1 
15 
= 1 (/I+/I’)‘l= 15= I 
i=l 
and Proposition 4.4 is proved. 
Summing up the last part of Section 3 and Proposition 4.4, we conclude 
finally: 
THEOREM. Let k be a prime field of arbitrary characteristic. Let the 
alternating group Aj of degree 5 act on five indeterminates x1, . . . . .x5 as 
permutations. Then the invariant field 
k(x,, . . . . xs)“j = {f E k( x1,...,x5)lf0=f for any SEA,) 
is purely transcendental over k and coincides with 
k(A,l& B,lBo, &/4&> h/Xi fdf:) ijr char k # 2, 
k(b,lL B,lB,, BlAb,, h!fa, fizlf:) if char k = 2, 
where the explicit forms for the five generators are given in (3.5 ), (3.6), (4.1 f, 
and (4.2 ). 
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